


Humanities: What makes us human?                                       
Hi!  I’m Mrs. Bell and I teach ”Humanities” here at St. Gabriel’s. I graduated from DePaul University where I 
received my BMus in Music Therapy and minored in Music Education. Although I started out as a licensed 

Music Therapist, I picked up additional classes in Special Education and Elementary Education                    
at Chicago State and then St. Xavier University. 

     I have taught in the Chicago Catholic Schools for 20 years. 
        My experience has mostly been in Kindergarten and general classroom music                                                    

but my interests are in all the arts.  I love teaching ‘Humanities’.  It gives me the chance to share my 
enthusiasm for music and art and how we can see that they are intertwined with history.

We are in our first year of ”Humanities.”
     We try and take a broader approach to music and art together.

We cover a little bit of everything!



This Year!
We looked at a few well known artists and their self portraits….                              
And then we did our own.



We started the year by looking at 
early civilizations, beginning 
communication and cave drawings 



We learned about George Gershwin

                                          

and danced to                                   

“I Got Rhythm!”



We made “Not So Scary Spiders”



We watched “The Snowman,” a cartoon that tells the story                    
with music, not words and then designed our own snowmen.



Currently, we are finishing up our unit on Grant Wood.                                                       
Our 4th through 8th graders are completing their parodies of Mr. Woods’ 
American Gothic (Including  free hand ‘self-portraits’ of our own houses!).



CANARYVILLE GOTHIC



“The arts  are an essential element 
of education, just like reading, 
writing, and arithmetic…music, 
dance, painting, and theatre are all 
keys that unlock profound human 
understanding and  
accomplishment.”

~William Bennett,
Former US Secretary of Education

“Art washes away from the 
soul the dust of everyday 

life.”
~Pablo Picasso

“Music gives a soul to the universe, wings to the 
mind, flight to the imagination, and life to 
everything,”      

                                                 ~Plato


